Design your perfect place
Sustainability
1. How will it be heated and powered?

2. What building materials will be used?

3. Where will it be situated? Will natural or green-field
habitat have to be destroyed to create it?

4. Will cars be allowed, even if they are electric? Thinking beyond
pollution to a safe pedestrian environment, what challenges
would this face?

5. Look at the three graphs, what are they showing?
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6. How will your perfect place be part of the solution and not a
part of the problem?

7. How will your perfect place help raise the percentage of
renewable energy used?

8. Will it help with the planting of native deciduous trees and
have limited impact on the health of both water and soil-based
habitats?

Services
1. Will there be more services, such as hospitals and schools,
aimed at older, younger or middle-aged people?

2. Will there be roads or pedestrian-only areas?

3. How will the place be accessed and supplied with basic
services such as water, electricity and waste disposal?

Houses
1. Will all the houses be designed the same?

2. Will they be detached, semi-detached, terraced or flats?

3. How many rooms will each house have?

4. How many bathrooms?

5. How many storeys high or low will the houses be?

6. Could it all be underground?

7. Will houses have gardens?

8. Will all houses be expected to grow some of their own food?

Location
1. What physical geography needs to be considered?

2. Do you need to think about anything else, like slopes, the water
supply, the risk of flooding if it is near a beach or river or
the climate?

3. Do you want to have a great view, and if you do, how will you
preserve the view?

4. How close will it be to other ‘settlements‛?

5. Will it be on its own island or stretch of land and what
challenges might this present around resourcing and trade?

My perfect place
Draw your perfect place below

